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Recommender SystemsRecommender Systems

EE--commerce applicationscommerce applications
Recommend products or servicesRecommend products or services that that 
may interest a usermay interest a user
–– Collaborative filteringCollaborative filtering
–– ContentContent--basedbased
–– PreferencePreference--basedbased
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Users are usually unable to accurately state their preferences up front!

Unfamiliar product domain

Complex decision 
environment with 

overwhelming information



Preference Model

Step 1: user preferences 

Step 2: 
the system 
recommends items

K-best items are 
displayed as the 
recommended set

Step 4:
user picks the final
choice

Step 3:
user critiques the 
current 
recommendations

Space of all 
options

CritiquingCritiquing--based Recommender Systemsbased Recommender Systems

Critiques making increases 
users’ decision accuracy (Pu
and Chen EC’05)



Research FocusResearch Focus

How to How to effectivelyeffectively aid users to make aid users to make 
critiques?critiques?
–– Improve decision accuracyImprove decision accuracy
–– Increase subjective perception (e.g. trust)Increase subjective perception (e.g. trust)
–– Reduce decision effortReduce decision effort
Two main approachesTwo main approaches
–– SystemSystem--proposed critiquesproposed critiques
–– User selfUser self--motivated critiquing supportmotivated critiquing support



Dynamic critiquing Dynamic critiquing 
(McCarthy et al. IUI(McCarthy et al. IUI’’05)05)

Explanation 
facility

Potential of 
accelerating 
decision 
process

compound 
critiques

SystemSystem--proposed Critiquesproposed Critiques



Focus of this paperFocus of this paper

Investigate and compare different systemInvestigate and compare different system--
proposed critique generation methodsproposed critique generation methods

PreferencePreference--based organization techniquebased organization technique

To improve critiquesTo improve critiques’’ prediction accuracy prediction accuracy 
To save usersTo save users’’ objective decision effortobjective decision effort
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Related workRelated work

FindMeFindMe (Burke et al. 1997)(Burke et al. 1997)
Dynamic Critiquing (Dynamic Critiquing (McCarthy et al. IUIMcCarthy et al. IUI’’05)05)
MAUTMAUT--based compound critiques (Zhang based compound critiques (Zhang 
et al. AHet al. AH’’06)06)

Two emphasesTwo emphases
–– How How critiques are generatedcritiques are generated
–– How How products are recommendedproducts are recommended under the under the 

critiquescritiques



FindMeFindMe (Burke et al. (Burke et al. 
191997)97)

Satisfying the selected critique, Satisfying the selected critique, 
and most similar to the current and most similar to the current 
recommendationrecommendation

Recommended Recommended 
productsproducts

Not adaptive to user 
preferences

LimitationLimitation

Static, preStatic, pre--designed, unit designed, unit 
critiques (constrain over a critiques (constrain over a 
single feature)single feature)

Critique Critique 
suggestionssuggestions



compound 
critiques

Satisfying the picked Satisfying the picked 
critique, and most critique, and most 
similarity to the similarity to the 
current current 
recommendationrecommendation

Recommended Recommended 
productsproducts

Critiques selected 
purely based on the 
percentage of 
products satisfying it

LimitationLimitation

Dynamically 
generated, compound 
critiques over multiple 
features

Critique Critique 
suggestionssuggestions

Dynamic critiquing Dynamic critiquing 
(McCarthy et al. (McCarthy et al. 
2005)2005)



One critique is corresponding One critique is corresponding 
to one productto one product

Recommended Recommended 
productsproducts

Limited in revealing remaining 
recommendation opportunities; 
critiques contain too many 
features

LimitationLimitation

Dynamically generated, 
compound critiques over all 
main features

Critique Critique 
suggestionssuggestions

MAUTMAUT--based based 
compound critiques compound critiques 
(Zhang et al. 2006)(Zhang et al. 2006)

Multi-attribute utility theory 
(MAUT, Keeney 1976) to 
model user preferences



Satisfying the critiqueSatisfying the critique
Ranked by their matching Ranked by their matching 

degrees with user preferencesdegrees with user preferences

Recommended Recommended 
productsproducts

Dynamically generatedDynamically generated
Representative of the Representative of the 

remaining data setremaining data set
Adaptive to user Adaptive to user 

preferencespreferences

Critique Critique 
suggestionssuggestions

PreferencePreference--based organizationbased organization



Organization AlgorithmOrganization Algorithm

Model user preferences based on MAUTStep1

……

Top candidate: 

2nd: 

3rd:

4th:

5th:

……

User preferences:
({V1,…,Vn}, {w1,…,wn}) 
where Vi is the value function for 
each attribute Ai, and wi is the 
relative importance of Ai. 



Suggest hidden preferences while generating the 
tradeoff vector for each product

Step2

Top candidate: 

$1500, 1.5GHz processor speed, 512 MB, 40GB, 5 hours, ...

2nd:                {(price, ↓), (processor speed, ↑), (memory, ↑), (weight,↓), …}

3rd:                 {(price, ↑), (processor speed, ↓), (hard disk, ↓), (weight, ↑), …}

4th:                 {(price, ↓), (display size, ↑), (memory, ↑), (battery, ↓), …}

5th:                 {(price, ↑), (display size, ↓), (hard disk, ↓), (battery, ↑), …}

……

Tradeoff vectors 
relative to the top 
candidate

Suggested preferences on memory, weight, battery, hard disk
↑: improved (e.g. cheaper, bigger);  ↓: compromised (e.g. more expensive, heavier)



Produce critiques typical of the remaining productsStep3

…55

{(price, ↑), (display size, ↓), (hard disk, 
↓), (battery, ↑), …}

44

Tradeoff vectorsTradeoff vectorsProduct Product 
No.No.

{(price, ↓), (display size, ↑), (memory, 
↑), (battery, ↓), …}

33

{(price, ↑), (processor speed, ↓), (hard 
disk, ↓), (weight, ↑), …}

22

...……

{(price, ↓), (processor speed, ↑), 
(memory, ↑), (weight,↓), …}

11

Data mining technique (Apriori
algorithm) to discover the 
recurring and representative 
subsets of (attribute, tradeoff) 
pairs

Top candidate: 

1. {(price, ↑), (processor speed, ↓), (weight, ↑)}

2. {(price, ↓), (display size, ↑), (memory, ↑)}

3. {(hard disk, ↓), (battery, ↑), (weight, ↑)}

……



Selected critiques:

A large amount of critiques 
produced by Apriori:

1. {(price, ↓), (processor speed, 

↑), (memory, ↑)}

2. {(price, ↑), (processor speed, 

↓), (hard disk, ↓)}

3. {(price, ↓), (display size, ↑), 

(memory, ↑), (battery, ↓)}

4. {(price, ↑), (display size, ↓), 

(hard disk, ↓), (battery, ↑)}

5. {(display size, ↓), (hard disk, 

↓), (battery, ↑)}

6. {(hard disk, ↓), (battery, ↑), 

(memory, ↑) }

7. {(processor speed, ↓), 

(battery, ↑), (memory, ↑) }

8. {(price, ↓), (battery, ↑), 

(memory, ↑) }

9. {(display size, ↓), (battery, ↑), 

(memory, ↑) }
……

Favor critiques with higher 
tradeoff utilities

Diversify proposed 
critiques and their 
contained products

Step4

Step5

1. {(price, ↓), (processor speed, ↑), (weight, ↑)}

2. {(hard disk, ↓), (battery, ↑), (memory, ↑) }

3. {(processor speed, ↓), (battery, ↑), (hard disk, ↑) }

4. {(display size, ↓), (battery, ↑), (price, ↑) }



Incrementally refine user preferences 
(increase improved attributes’ weights, and decrease 
compromised attributes’ weights)  

Step7

New critiquing cycle

The user selects one product Final choice Exit

Rank products under each 
selected critique by their 
MAUT values

Step6



Partially (only 
critiques)×××FindMe

Partially (only 
critiques)×√√

Dynamic 
critiquing

×√×√
MAUT-based 
compound 
critiques

√√√√
Preference-
based 
organization

Diversity 
among 
critiques and 
their contained 
products

Critiques 
adaptive to 
user 
preferences 

Critiques 
typical of 
the 
remaining 
products

Dynamic 
critiques

Comparison with related workComparison with related work
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MaterialsMaterials

A set of 54 real usersA set of 54 real users’’ datadata
–– Initial preferences, the critiqued products, Initial preferences, the critiqued products, the the 

truly intended critiquing criteriatruly intended critiquing criteria, the critiquing , the critiquing 
cycles, target choicescycles, target choices

Measured variablesMeasured variables
–– Critique prediction accuracyCritique prediction accuracy
–– Recommendation accuracyRecommendation accuracy
–– Interaction effort reductionInteraction effort reduction



Critique prediction accuracyCritique prediction accuracy

Critiques Prediction Accuracy

66.9%
63.7%

25.1% 26.3%

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

80.0%

PB-ORG MAUT-COM DC FindMe

Both preference-based 
critique generation 
approaches achieve 
significantly (p < 0.001) 
higher prediction accuracy

Average matching degree 
between the corresponding 
real user’s self-motivated 
critiques and the system 
proposed critiques during all 
actual cycles



Recommendation accuracyRecommendation accuracy

Recommendation Accuracy

57.4%

20.4%

33.3%

20.4%

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

PB-ORG MAUT-COM DC FindMe

Preference-based 
organization achieves the 
highest recommendation 
accuracy (p < 0.001)

How likely users’ target 
choices could have been 
located in the recommended 
products once the proposed 
critique was selected



Interaction effortInteraction effort

Interaction Cycles Reduction

21.2%

7.2%

9.0%
10.0%

0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

PB-ORG MAUT-COM DC FindMe

Preference-based 
organization can potentially 
save the most amount of 
interaction effort (p < 0.01)

The percentage of cycles the 
average user could have 
saved to locate the target 
choice, relative to the actual 
cycles she consumed in the 
self-motivated critiquing 
condition
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PreferencePreference--based organizationbased organization
–– Organizing products into critique according to Organizing products into critique according to 

user preferencesuser preferences
–– Compared with three existing main systemCompared with three existing main system--

proposed critiquing approaches, based on a proposed critiquing approaches, based on a 
collection of real user datacollection of real user data

Experimental resultsExperimental results
–– Highest critique prediction accuracyHighest critique prediction accuracy
–– Highest recommendation accuracyHighest recommendation accuracy
–– Highest interaction effort reductionHighest interaction effort reduction



Future workFuture work

Hybrid critiquing systemsHybrid critiquing systems
–– PreferencePreference--based organization based organization plusplus user selfuser self--

motivated critiquing supportmotivated critiquing support
Real user evaluationReal user evaluation
–– Objective decision effort: time consumption, Objective decision effort: time consumption, 

interaction effortinteraction effort
–– Decision accuracyDecision accuracy
–– Subjective perceptions: decision confidence, Subjective perceptions: decision confidence, 

trusting intentions, cognitive effort trusting intentions, cognitive effort 



Thank you for your attention!!Thank you for your attention!!


